



































































































































Given a lattice A we have constructed

a polynomial Ehgietoys and a

variety In which is the completion
of Gml W Ehgittgis We trace constructed

function P and P so that u E Pca Pks

is a conformal isomorphism

Which polynomials arise fromthis construction

Weburrow that a must have distinct roots

Simpler question Given a polynomial
QCH t att b with distinct roots If we

know that a duo come from this
construction how do we find M

Curwen We can find it byintegrating
fgdtof.az over loops in Q






































































































































Recall that Ra can be built bygluing
together two sheets along slits

Thefunction ite RnsQ extendato ite RT Qos

and it is a degree 2 function with4brunch

points at e er er eyes where we identify
a a e with the rootsof Q

top
sheet

gq
g

eyes

Now we construct two curves r and o

in dos le eyes ed and their lifts to E






































































































































top to cy cs

5o fordefinitenessez

top f bottom weaalllteaeltre
attorn top sheet and

Pichabusepointponthe bottomsheet

topabeet cute that the

lifts intersectatoulgipoint

Eachsheet corresponds
to Qeswinnazalite

Consider theloop to

Since so does not arouse
a slit we can lift ro
to the camp top sheet Set To
Consider a Choose a lift that starts on the
topsheetatp Thisgoes to the bottomsheet

sett






































































































































fo we can lift o and o to auraeaan Rn

In particular along r and a

theerporeasocin TQED has a consistent

interpretationfare twirl

Proposition

f.EEzeg and
f.EE ag

generatethe latticed

Proof
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i FEIT0
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it
E

at I dIw

Consider the coveringmap
it Q KAT Recall that we can

identify the deck
group t with






































































































































Idt are followed If x is a loop in T2

we lift into 8 in then Ici and
Ico differ by the action of the deck
group In our case ICD Fcat xx

In particular if a and p generate
Till then as and Xp generated

I.io s f.Ew
i

fg.dut
I

Edt
E O

Frou Edo

t Xo p I Ao






































































































































where ao in the deck group element

corresponding to Jo

Similarly fr
d
zT Eh where

it corresponds to T
Since Jo and I generate it CT

Ho xD generate h






































































































































What luppens if we don't know

that Ra has theform R for some n

It is still true that Ra is a compact
Riemannsurfaceofguns 1 with a

non vanishing tform

The above construction gives a subgroup

ofCl Is this subgroup discrete If
so then we can start from this subgroup
and produce a confounallyequivalent
surface Rr

Gummer It follows from the
Wain Theorem that

anycompact
thoriumsurfaceof guns 1 has theform14h

Why A Riemannsurfacelovesthe






































































































































by
four 5 QK or 019 In each case

it had a metric of constant curvature
preservedby T If thesurface in
compact teen by the GaussBouvet
formula 4 e so in case I XCD o in

case 2 and XD co in case 3

For a tous X F

We can also see that I had a

won vanishing holomorphic l form
da

It is also true that any
2 now ounishnig

l formadifferby a constant
i






































































































































Pmp If a compact Riemannsurface
has a non vanishing holomorphic
1 form then any 2 non vanishing Cforme
differbymult by a constant

Proof If n and p are non vaivaluing
1forms then in a chart a feat f geste
Claim that the ratio Ff Et gf gives
a holomorphic functionindependent of
the abort If u is the variable coming
from a different chart then tatEau du

p gudEaudu

so to Eg Compactnessimpliesthis function
is arustunt






































































































































Given a luthier we have
constructed a polynomial P and
an ellipticsurface R Rp

havin an ellipticvariety howdo we

recover the lattice M

Compute the imageofthehomomorphism
HR Q givenbyintegratingEo
Infant we can define a holomorphicmap
z.us FEE 4h

In particular there is a conformaliairmorphain
Ii ICIh Ra and I f edu

In particular the above construction will
produce the lattice ah Note that

14h and 14cg are conformallyequivalent






































































































































What we get are maps in two

directions
constructing
Pfunatroin

cubic
lotteriesA polynomials

withdistinid
integrating

rode

The composition need not be the identity
but the compositionwill leave the property
that theypreserve conformal equivalence

Hey question When do tunelattices

A and N give confounally
equivalent surfaced
When do two polynomials Q Q give
confounally equivalentsurfaces

this






































































































































Integration discussion incloss this
was partof the previous lecture
Brunchesof Pt
Think of Pasadoubly periodic function
from Q toes

E It.munfEitatas

Q
e

es Construct a collection

of curves through
a.ae so that the complement Uia simply
connected Therestrictionof potato Fay

is a coveringmap
Alternatechoice ftp.beabrauakof

this map






































































































































Claim It P be a branch of the wiverse
function over U ft 20,2 EU Then

21

Proof
fzod P G pied

Q
du

te DE
no apartof theT I spheres
TT I recauttat

I ditz TEE P

we

races

Considertherump
IoT P

If we remove the green curves fromQ then






































































































































theresult is a simply connected regninUcf
so we now define a bunch of Pi Pt Usa

Any that z and z are points in h and F safe
is a putt between them xD to 843 8

Amice U is animply connected any two sack
curves are bourotupie

If o is a path in U then p l8 is a lift of 8 to
a path F in Q Set Ects PCHED

fiori f.jo i

fgpfEfeD

Jqdu

FCD Eco7

pYzI PGot


